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Enhancing Multiuser MIMO Through

Opportunistic D2D Cooperation

Can Karakus Suhas Diggavi

Abstract

We propose a cellular architecture that combines multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) downlink with

opportunistic use of unlicensed ISM bands to establish device-to-device (D2D) cooperation. The architec-

ture consists of a physical-layer cooperation scheme based on forming downlink virtual MIMO channels

through D2D relaying, and a novel resource allocation strategy for such D2D-enabled networks. We

prove the approximate optimality of the physical-layer scheme, and demonstrate that such cooperation

boosts the effective SNR of the weakest user in the system, especially in the many-user regime, due to

multiuser diversity. To harness this physical-layer scheme, we formulate the cooperative user scheduling

and relay selection problem using the network utility maximization framework. For such a cooperative

network, we propose a novel utility metric that jointly captures fairness in throughput and the cost of

relaying in the system. We propose a joint user scheduling and relay selection algorithm, which we

prove to be asymptotically optimal. We study the architecture through system-level simulations over

a wide range of scenarios. The highlight of these simulations is an approximately 6x improvement in

data rate for cell-edge (bottom fifth-percentile) users (over the state-of-the-art SU-MIMO) while still

improving the overall throughput, and taking into account various system constraints.

Index Terms

D2D, opportunistic scheduling, multiuser MIMO, ISM bands, user cooperation

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the biggest challenges in wireless networks is to provide uniform connectivity experi-

ence throughout the service area. The problem is especially difficult at the cell-edge, where users

with unfavorable channel conditions need to receive reliable and high-rate communications. One

of the ambitious visions of 5G network design is to achieve 10x reduction in data rate variability
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in the cell [1] (over existing 4G single-user MIMO OFDM architecture with proportional fair

scheduling), without sacrificing the overall sum throughput in the system. In this paper, we

propose and study a solution that, realistic simulations indicate, can give up to approximately

6x improvement in data rate for cell-edge (bottom fifth-percentile) users while still improving

the overall throughput under various system constraints.

The proposed solution is centered around opportunistically using the unlicensed band through

device-to-device (D2D) cooperation to improve the performance of the licensed multiple-antenna

downlink transmission. This solution can be enabled without the presence of any WiFi hotspots,

or other data off-loading mechanisms. The main idea is an architecture where a multiple-antenna

downlink channel is enhanced through out-of-band D2D relaying to provide multiple versions

of the downlink channel outputs, forming virtual MIMO links, which is then opportunistically

harnessed through scheduling algorithms designed for this architecture.

This architecture is predicated on two opposing developments. The first is that infrastructure

is becoming more powerful, with the use of a growing number of multiple antennas through

massive MIMO for 5G. The other development is on the user equipment (UE) side, with mobile

devices becoming more powerful, both in terms of spectrum access and computational power.

Most of the mobile devices currently in widespread use can access multiple bands over the ISM

spectrum, including the 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands. Furthermore, dense clusters of users constitute

a challenging scenario for increasing capacity through massive MIMO, which is precisely the

scenario where D2D cooperation is the most useful, since the D2D links are much stronger.

The main technical question involving the architecture is that of how and when to enable such

D2D links in a network with many users to boost the cell-edge gains. Our analysis, which uses

the network utility maximization framework, leads to an optimal resource allocation algorithm for

scheduling these links in a centralized manner, while accounting for system constraints such as

limited network state knowlede at the base station; uncoordinated interference over the unlicensed

band; fairness in throughput and fairness in the amount of relaying performed by users. Extensive

simulations based on 3GPP channel models demonstrate that the proposed architecture combined

with our resource allocation algorithm can yield up to approximately 6x throughput gain for the

bottom fifth-percentile of users in the network and up to approximately 4x gain for median users

over the state-of-the-art single-user MIMO (SU-MIMO) currently implemented in LTE systems,

without degrading the throughput of the high-end users.

Since the architecture relies on opportunistically using the unlicensed ISM bands, an important

question is how the D2D transmissions would affect other wireless technologies using the
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unlicensed bands, such as WiFi. As a co-existence mechanism, one can consider strategies similar

to LTE-U [2]: a user can search for an available (unused) channel within the unlicensed band

to use for D2D cooperation. If none exists, the user can either declare itself unavailable for

D2D cooperation, or transmit only for a short duty cycle. We study the effect of a simplified

co-existence mechanism that does the former through simulations, and find that the throughput

loss in WiFi users is small compared with the gains in the cell-edge users, since the fraction of

time D2D transmission is required from a given user is small.

The main technical contributions of the work can be summarized as follows.

• We analyze a physical-layer scheme based on compress-and-forward relaying and MIMO

Tx/Rx processing that approximately achieves (within 2 bits/s/Hz) the capacity of two-user

downlink channel with D2D cooperation (Section III-A), and describe how the scheme

can be extended to MU-MIMO (Section III-B). We characterize the gains in terms of

cell-edge SNR-scaling due to D2D cooperation for a specific model of clustered networks

(Section III-C).

• We formulate the problem of allocating such D2D links for cooperation within the utility

maximization framework (Section IV-A). Since the existing cross-layer design tools are not

directly applicable in our scenario when D2D transmission conflicts are taken into account,

we propose a novel scheduling policy for such D2D-enabled networks that takes into

account such conflicts (Section IV-C). The policy consists of an extension of the single-user

scheduling algorithm of [3] to the cooperative MU-MIMO scenario with incomplete network

state knowledge, and a novel flow control component based on an explicit characterization

of an inner bound on the stability region of the system. The proposed algorithm is shown

to be optimal with respect to this inner bound on the stability region. We also introduce a

novel class of utility functions for cooperative downlink communication, which incorporates

the cost of cooperation and leads to desirable fairness properties (Section IV-E).

• We present an extensive simulation study using 3GPP specifications to study the performance

of the proposed architecture (Section V). The main results include (i) a throughput gain

ranging from 4.3x up to 6.3x (depending on system constraints, channel estimation accuracy

etc.) for the users in bottom fifth-percentile for MU-MIMO with D2D cooperation versus

the state-of-the-art SU-MIMO, without degrading the throughput of the stronger users,

(ii) a throughput gain ranging from 3.7x up to 4.9x for the bottom fifth-percentile users

versus non-cooperative MU-MIMO without degrading throughput of stronger users, (iii) A

reduction of more than 50% in the relaying load in the network through the use of novel
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utility functions, while still giving gains close to proportional fair case, (iv) A basic study of

an architecture wherein D2D cooperation coexists (and interferes) with WiFi in the network

via a simple co-existence mechanism where cooperation is disabled within WiFi range,

where it is shown that despite the residual interference, the throughput loss in WiFi users

is small (10% for median user) compared with the gains in the cell-edge users (130% for

fifth-percentile user), since the fraction of time D2D transmission is required from a given

user is small (in the simulation 80% of users performed relaying less than 10% of the time).

Related work: The relevant literature can be broadly classified into three areas: (i) cooperative

cellular communications; (ii) dynamic downlink scheduling; (iii) D2D in cellular communications;

each of which we will summarize next.

In cooperative cellular communications, the idea is to allow users overhearing transmissions to

perform relaying to increase spatial diversity and minimize outage probability. This line of work

(for instance, [4], [5], [6], and the references therein) typically focuses on uplink and in-band

cooperation, where users that overhear other users’ transmission over the licensed band relay their

version to the base station. In contrast, we focus on downlink communication and out-of-band

cooperation, where users perform relaying for each other’s downlink traffic by opportunistically

using the unlicensed band. As will be seen, the use of orthogonal bands for cooperation can

significantly simplify coding schemes.

There is also a large literature in cellular downlink scheduling. Some of these works focus on

scaling behavior of the achievable rate under various scheduling schemes [7], [8], some focus on

the low-complexity algorithms [9], while some others also account for fairness and various system

constraints using the cross-layer optimization approach [10], [3], [11], [12], [13]. While our work

uses the cross-layer optimization paradigm as well, none of the proposed resource allocation

algorithms directly applicable to our cooperative scenario, since we consider an architecture

where the broadcast nature of the wireless medium is explicitly used at the physical-layer,

precluding an abstraction into isolated bit pipes in upper layers, which is a prevalent model in

existing works on cross-layer optimization.

Embedding D2D communication in cellular network has also received considerable attention in

the past (see [14] for a comprehensive survey). A majority of these works (e.g., [15], [16], [17])

focus on direct proximal communication between devices, where one device directly transmits a

message for another over the licensed band, skipping infrastructure nodes. This type of proximal

D2D communication also has been part of the 4G LTE-Advanced standard [18]. The main focus

in this line of work is to do resource allocation and interference management across D2D and/or
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uplink/downlink message flows. In contrast, we focus on D2D cooperation to aid downlink

communication, which is the use of physical D2D transmissions to assist downlink message

flows intended for other devices. This can be considered as a new way the D2D capability can

be used in the next-generation 5G networks, in addition to the existing proximal communication

in 4G. Considering the fact that the volume of downlink traffic far exceeds the volume of

proximal D2D communication traffic, the cooperation architecture has the potential to exploit

the D2D capability to a much higher degree. This is also in line with one of the envisioned

goals in 5G, which is to enable multihop communication in cellular networks [19].

Conceptually, the most relevant work in the literature to our problem is the one in [20], where

the authors propose an architecture where users form clusters through the use of unlicensed bands,

and all communication with the base station is performed through the cluster head. In another

line of work [21], the authors suggest using out-of-band D2D for traffic spreading, where a user

performs sends request and receives downlink content on behalf of another user, in a base-station

transparent manner. In both works, the authors numerically demonstrate various throughput,

fairness and energy-efficiency benefits of D2D. In contrast to these works, our physical-layer

scheme is not based on routing; it explicitly uses the direct link from the base station to the

destination user in addition to the relay links. We also consider a much more general scheduling

algorithm based on utility optimization and dynamic user pairing, while accounting for fairness

and cooperation cost.

Paper outline: In Section II, we present our model and proposed architecture. In Section III,

we present the physical-layer cooperation scheme, prove its approximate optimality, describe its

extension to MU-MIMO, and study the scaling behavior of the minimum effective SNR in the

network. In Section IV, we formulate the downlink cooperative scheduling problem within the

utility optimization framework and present our scheduling algorithm, along with the proposed

cooperative utility metric, and in Section V, we present our simulation results.

II. MODEL AND OVERVIEW OF THE ARCHITECTURE

A. Overview of the Architecture

Consider a single cell in a multi-cell downlink cellular system1 with a base station equipped

with M antennas, and a set N of single-antenna users, where |N | = n. An example operation is

depicted in Figure 1. We assume slotted time, with m representing the physical-layer time index.

1Since the base stations are uncoordinated, for the purposes of designing a scheduling algorithm, it is sufficient to consider

a single cell in isolation. We will consider the multi-cell system in Section V for evaluation purposes.
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Fig. 1: An example scheduling decision made by the base station, where the table reflects

the selected active set. The red arrows denote the corresponding downlink transmissions, all

taking place throughout frame t, and the dashed blue arrows represent scheduled side-channel

transmissions, taking place at a later time, determined by multiple-access protocol I. Once

the active set is selected, the required side-channel transmissions are queued at the users (the

transmissions scheduled in frame t are highlighted in red). In this example, user 5 is selected to

share a function of its channel output to relay for users 4 and 6; user 2 is selected to relay for

user 3; and user 8 is scheduled without any relays.

A frame, indexed by t, is defined as T consecutive discrete time slots2. We will use the notation

m @ t to mean that the physical-layer slot m lies within the frame t, i.e., (t− 1)T < m ≤ tT .

In the proposed architecture, the base station selects an active set A(t) ⊆ N 2 for each frame

t, which consists of pairs (i, j) of users, where the first index i refers to the destination node

scheduled for data, and the second index j refers to user assigned as a relay for user i. We define

(i, i) to represent the case where user i is scheduled with no relay assigned. Note that a user

can be designated as a relay for a stream and a destination for another stream simultaneously,

as exemplified in Figure 1. It is also possible within this framework to assign multiple relays to

the same destination by having (i, j), (i, k) ∈ A(t). We define Aij(t) = 1 if (i, j) ∈ A(t), and

Aij(t) = 0 otherwise.

Once the selection A(t) is made, the base station transmits a sequence of vectors x[m] ∈ CM ,

m = 1, . . . , T , over M antennas and T time slots of the frame t. The channel output yi[m] at

2We will use square brackets to denote physical-layer time indices, and round brackets for frame indices.
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TABLE I: Notation for variables corresponding to the D2D link (i, j)

Notation Explanation Notation Explanation

gij D2D channel gain Qij State of the queue at relay j for destination i

φij ,Φ Path-loss factor(s) µij Binary service process (transmission permission indicator) for the queue Qij
ζij , Z Fading parameter(s) Aij Binary arrival process (D2D link scheduling indicator) for the queue Qij
Bij D2D link availability indicator Jij D2D interference indicator

Cij The capacity of the D2D link βij Arrival rate to the queue Qij

user i is given by

yi[m] = h∗i (t)x[m] + w[m], (1)

for m @ t, where hi(t) ∈ CM is the time-variant complex channel vector of user j at frame t

(note that we are assuming that channel stays constant within a frame, but can arbitrarily vary

over time slots), x[m] is the input vector to the channel at time m, and w[m] ∼ CN (0, 1) is

the circularly symmetric complex white Gaussian noise process. We assume an average power

constraint 1
T

∑T
m=1 tr (x[m]x∗[m]) ≤ 1, and define H(t) := {hi(t)}i.

If user j is assigned as a relay for user i at frame t, a transmission from user j to i is queued

at user j, to be transmitted at a later frame τ > t. At frame τ , user j transmits the sequence

xj[m] ∈ C, m @ τ , which is a deterministic function of the receptions corresponding to earlier

frame t, i.e., yj[m̃] for m̃ @ t. User i performs decoding by combining its own channel outputs

yi[m], m @ t, with the receptions from j, ȳj[m̃], m̃ @ τ , which is a function of yj[m], m @ t

(the specific D2D link model generating ȳj[m̃] will be discussed later). Note that user i can

combine receptions corresponding to multiple frames to decode.

We will specify the details of the model and formulate the specific mathematical problem.

B. D2D Link Model and Conflict Graph

For any pair (i, j) ∈ N 2, i 6= j, the time-variant channel gain is given by gij(t) =
√
φijζij(t),

where φij ∈ R is the path loss component, and ζij(t) ∼ CN (0, 1) is the fading component for the

pair (i, j), i.i.d. across MAC layer slots. We assume reciprocal side-channels, i.e., gij(t) = gji(t),

and define Z(t) := {ζij(t)}i,j and Φ := {φij}i,j .
We define Bij(t) as an i.i.d. Bernoulli(pij) process for each (i, j) ∈ N 2, i 6= j, representing

whether or not the link (i, j) is available at frame t. This models unavailability due to external

transmissions (e.g., WiFi access points, or another application on the same device attempting
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to use WiFi etc.) in the same unlicensed band. The realization of Bij(t) is known at the users

strictly causally (at frame t+1), and unknown at the base station. We define B(t) := {Bij(t)}i 6=j .
Define the connectivity graph G = (V , E) such that V = N , and E is such that (i, j) ∈ E

if i = j or φij > θ for some threshold θ > 0 (e.g., noise level). We further define the conflict

graph Gc = (Vc, Ec) such that

Vc :=
{

(i, j) ∈ [n]2 : i 6= j
}

(2)

Ec := {((i, j), (k, `)) : (i, j) 6= (k, `) and ((i, `) ∈ E or (j, k) ∈ E)} .

The conflict graph represents the pairs of D2D transmissions (i, j), (k, `) that are not allowed to

simultaneously occur due to interference3. Given these definitions, the channel from user j ∈ N
to user i ∈ N − {j} is modeled by

ȳi[m] = Bij(t)Jij(t) (gij(t)xj[m] + w̄i[m])

for m @ t, where

Jij(t) =

 0, if ∃(k, `) s.t. ((i, j), (k, `)) ∈ Ec and ‖x`[m̃]‖2 > 0 for some m̃ @ t

1, otherwise
,

which captures interference between conflicting D2D transmissions, and w̄i[m] ∼ CN (0, 1) is the

complex white Gaussian noise process. We assume an average power constraint 1
T

∑T
m=1 ‖xj[m]‖2 ≤

1, absorbing the input power into the channel gain. The capacity of the D2D link (i, j) at time

t (assuming it is available) is given by Cij(t) := log (1 + ‖gij(t)‖2). We assume the base station

has knowledge of the average SNR, i.e., the path-loss component φij for each (i, j) pair, but has

no knowledge of the fading realization ζij(t).

C. D2D Transmission Queues

We assume that each user j ∈ N maintains (n− 1) queues, whose states are given by Qij(t),

i ∈ N − {j}, each representing the number of slots of transmission4 to be delivered to node i.

We assume the queue states evolve according to

Qij(t+ 1) = (Qij(t)−Bij(t)Jij(t)µij(t))
+ + Aij(t), (3)

3The interference model that induces the conflict graph Gc as defined in (2) is similar to the two-hop interference model of

[22], but also takes into account the directionality of the transmission
4Note that Qij(t) does not represent the number of bits to be transmitted, but the number of slots of transmission. This is

because the reception of relay does not directly translate into information bits, but is rather a refinement of the reception of the

destination node.
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where µij(t) is a binary process that is induced by the multiple-access protocol I used by the

nodes, indicating whether or not the flow (i, j) is granted permission for transmission at frame t.

The protocol I is a mapping from the current queue states {Qij(t)}i 6=j and the D2D interference

structure {Jij(t)}i 6=j to the binary service processes {µij(t)}i 6=j .
We define the average arrival rates as βij(t) := 1

t

∑t
τ=1Aij(t), and βij := lim supt→∞ βij(t).

For a given vector of arrival rates β := {βi,j}i 6=j , the system is said to be stable if the average

queue sizes are bounded, i.e., for all (i, j), lim supt→∞ E [Qij(t)] < ∞. The set of arrival-rate

vectors β for which there exists service processes {µij(t)}i 6=j such that the system is stable

is called the stability region of the queueing system, and will be denoted by Λ. Note that the

arrival rates need to remain in the stability region in order to ensure that the D2D transmissions

eventually occur with a finite delay. Within the scope of this paper, we do not focus on the

details of I, and simply assume that the nodes implement a protocol I that achieves the stability

region Λ, i.e., if the arrival rates β ∈ Λ, protocol I can find a schedule for D2D transmissions

such that each transmission is successfully delivered with finite delay5.

D. Problem Formulation

If the vector of arrival rates β ∈ Λ, we can assume that a noiseless logical link with capacity

R̄ij(t) is available at time t, where R̄ij(t) = Cij(τ) for some finite τ ≥ t, where τ is the frame

where the actual physical D2D transmission takes place, carrying traffic scheduled at frame

t. Note that at frame t, the base station has no knowledge of Cij(τ), but can still compute

the average capacity EZ(τ) [Cij(τ) |φij ] for a given link (i, j), for a transmission decision. We

define Z̄(t) = Z(τ). Let C(t) denote the instantaneous information-theoretic capacity region

of the system consisting of the channels (1) and the set of logical links (i, j) with capacities

R̄ij(t)Aij(t), with no knowledge of Z̄(t) at the base station6. A physical-layer strategy γ is a

map
(
H(t),Φ, Z̄(t)

)
7→ {Ri(t)}i whose output vector (interpreted as the vector of information

rates delivered to users, in bits/s/Hz) satisfies {Ri(t)}i ∈ C(t) for all i and t.

Note that even though the transmission decisions of the base station does not depend on

the unknown components of the network state Z(t), by allowing the rate vector {Ri(t)}i to

be anywhere inside the instantaneous capacity region, we implicitly assume an idealized rate

5One can design such a protocol by having the nodes coordinate with the base station to circumvent the hidden terminal

problem, and then use any of the existing stability-region-achieving distributed scheduling algorithms, e.g., [23], [24], [25]
6Note that the D2D link is assumed to have zero capacity if Aij(t) = 0, i.e., if the base station did not schedule the link

(i, j) at time t.
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adaptation scenario, where once the transmission occurs, the capacity corresponding to the

realization of Z̄(t) is achievable. In practice this can be implemented through incremental

redundancy schemes such as hybrid ARQ.

Assume an infinite backlog of data to be transmitted to each user i ∈ N . The long-term

average rate of user i up to time t is defined as ri(t) = 1
t

∑t
τ=1Ri(τ), where Ri(τ) is the rate

delivered to user i by the physical layer scheme γ(t) chosen at time t. The long-term throughput

of user i is ri = lim inft→∞ ri(t). Define r(t) = {ri(t)}i, and r = {ri}i.
Given the stability-region-achieving D2D MAC protocol I, and a set of physical-layer strate-

gies Γ, at every frame t, the base station chooses an active set A(t), and a strategy γ(t) ∈ Γ

consistent with A(t). A scheduling policy π is a collection of mappings

(r(t− 1), β(t− 1), H(t),Φ) 7→ (A(t), γ(t)) ,

indexed by t. If βπ represents the vector of arrival rates to the queues under policy π, and rπ the

throughputs under policy π, then the policy π is called stable if βπ ∈ Λ. Our goal is to design a

stable policy π that maximizes any given concave, twice-differentiable network utility function

U(rπ, βπ) of the throughputs and the fraction of time nodes spend relaying for others7.

III. DOWNLINK PHYSICAL LAYER: ACHIEVABLE RATES

In this section, we describe a class of physical layer cooperation strategies that will be used

as a building block for our proposed architecture, and derive its achievable rates. We will first

focus on the two-user case, where we show the approximate information-theoretic optimality of

the scheme. We consider the extension to MU-MIMO in Section III-B.

The main idea behind the cooperation strategy is that the D2D side-channel can be used by

the destination node to access a quantized version of the channel output of the relay node, which

combined with its own channel output, effectively forms a MIMO system. The base station can

perform signaling based on singular value decomposition over this effective MIMO channel, to

form two parallel AWGN channels accessible by the destination node. Next, we describe the

strategy in detail, and derive the rate it achieves.

7Note that since π is stable, the relaying fraction is the same quantity as the arrival rate β.
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A. Cooperation Strategy

We isolate a particular user pair (i, j), and without loss of generality assume (i, j) = (1, 2).

The effective network model is given by8

yi = h∗ix + zi, i = 1, 2, ȳ1 = g12x2 + z̄1, (4)

where x2[m] is a function of ym−1
2 , the past receptions of user 2, and user 1 has access to y1

and ȳ1.

By Wyner-Ziv Theorem [26], if

R̄12 ≥ min
p(w|y2)
ŷ2(w,y1)

:E[‖ŷ2−y2‖2]≤D
I(y2;w|y1)

for a given joint distribution of channel outputs p(y1, y2), then given a block of outputs yN2 , user

1 can recover a quantized version ŷN2 of outputs such that9 E [‖ŷ2 − y2‖2] ≤ D.

Choosing x ∼ CN (0,Q), i.i.d. over time, we get (y1, y2) ∼ CN (0,Σ) i.i.d. over time, for

some covariance matrix Σ = HQH∗ induced by the channel, with H = [h1 h2]∗. We further

choose w = y2 + q2, where q2 ∼ CN (0, D) is independent of all other variables, and we set

the mapping ŷ2(w, y1) = w. We also choose D =
σ2

2|1

|g12|2
, where σ2

2|1 = Σ22 − Σ21Σ−1
11 Σ12 is the

conditional variance of y2 given y1. With this set of choices, it can be shown that user 1 can

access ŷ2 = y2 + q2, where q2 ∼ CN (0, D).

Once user 1 recovers ŷ2, it can construct the effective MIMO channel

y =

 y1

ŷ2

 = Hx +

 z1

z2 + q2

 . (5)

It follows that all rates R < RMIMO are achievable over the effective MIMO channel (5), where

RMIMO = max
tr(Q)≤1

log
∣∣I2 + K−1HQH∗

∣∣ ,
with K = diag

(
1, 1 +

σ2
2|1

|g12|2

)
. Note that due to orthogonality of the links incoming to the des-

tination, the encoding and decoding is significantly simplified compared to traditional Gaussian

relay channel with superposition, since there is no need for complex schemes such as block

Markov encoding and joint decoding, and point-to-point MIMO codes are sufficient from the

point of view of the source.

8We focus on a particular frame t to characterize the instantaneous capacity, i.e., the achievable rate for a given set of network

parameters.
9This is achieved by performing appropriate quantization and binning of the channel outputs at user 2 (see [26] for details).
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Note that the MIMO channel (5) can be equivalently viewed as two parallel AWGN channels,

using the singular value decomposition (SVD). It will also be useful to lower bound the rates

individually achievable over these two parallel streams. Assuming H = USV∗ is an SVD, it

can be shown that the rates

RMIMO,d = log

1 +
s2
dPd

1 + |u2d|2
σ2

2|1

|g12|2

 , d = 1, 2 (6)

are achievable respectively10, over the two streams, by transmit beamforming using the matrix

V and receive beamforming using U∗, where sd is the dth singular value, u2,d is the (2, d)th

element of U, and the power allocation parameters satisfy P1 + P2 ≤ 1.

The next theorem shows that the gap between the rate achievable with the cooperation scheme

described in the previous subsection is universally within 2 bits/s/Hz of the capacity of the

network.

Theorem 1. For any set of parameters
(
H, R̄12,M

)
, the capacity C̄ of the MIMO single relay

channel with orthogonal links from relay to destination and from source to destination satisfies

C̄ ≥ RMIMO ≥ C̄ − 2.

The proof is provided in the Appendix C.

Remark III.1. The relay channel with orthogonal links from relay to destination and from source

to destination was studied by [27] and [28]. In the former, the authors consider a relaying

strategy based on decode-and-forward relaying, and focus on performance optimization problems

such as optimal bandwidth allocation. The latter work focuses on linear relaying functions for

such channels, and characterizes the achievable rates for scalar AWGN case. Here, we propose

a relaying scheme based on compress-and-forward [29] that achieves a rate that is within 2

bits/s/Hz of the information-theoretic capacity for the MIMO case.

Remark III.2. Note that this strategy can also be implemented through quantize-map-forward

relaying. Although the proposed architecture supports other relaying strategies (e.g., amplify-

forward, decode-forward etc.), we stick with compress-forward (or quantize-map-forward im-

plementation) due to the theoretical approximate optimality [30] as well as practical feasibility,

which was shown in [31] through real testbed implementation.

10We perform the SVD on H directly, instead of performing on K−1/2H, in order to obtain closed-form expressions for the

subsequent analysis.
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B. Cooperation with MU-MIMO

In this subsection, we demonstrate how the scheme described for two users in the previous

subsection can be extended to MU-MIMO with pairs of cooperative users.

Given the set N of users, let us index all possible downlink streams that can be generated

by the scheme by (i, j, d) ∈ N 2 × {1, 2}, where (i, j) is represents the cooperative pair, and d

represents the stream index corresponding to this pair. We assume d 6= 2 if i = j, representing

the case where user i is scheduled without a relay.

By a slight abuse of notation, we assume that a schedule set S ⊆ N 2 × {1, 2} is scheduled,

consisting of such triples (i, j, d), where (i, j, d) ∈ S for some k if and only if Aij = 1 (note

that schedule set also contains the stream index unlike active set A). Next, consider the “virtual

users” (i, j, d) ∈ S with the channels

ỹijd := u∗ijd

 yi

ŷj

 = u∗ijdHijx + u∗ijd

 zi

zj + qij

 := h̃∗ijdx + z̃ijd,

where Hij = [hi hj]
∗, and assuming Hij = UijSijV

∗
ij is an SVD of Hij , uijd is the kth column

of Uij . By convention, we assume that Uii =
[

1 0
]∗

. The variance of z̃ijd is given by

1 + |uijd(2)|2Dij , where uijd(2) is the second element of uijd, and Dij =
σ2
j|i

|gij |2
is the distortion

introduced by quantization at node j. Note that, when i = j, we have h̃ijd = hi, and we set

R̄ii =∞ so that Dii = 0.

Note that through the use of SVD over the virtual MIMO channel (5), we have reduced the

system into a set of |S| single-antenna virtual users with channel vectors 1

1+|uijd(2)|2Dij
h̃ijd. Given

such a set of channel vectors, one can implement any MU-MIMO beamforming strategy (e.g.,

zero-forcing, conjugate beamforming, SLR maximization etc.), by precoding the transmission

with the corresponding beamforming matrix.

C. Scaling of SNR Gain in Clustered Networks

In this subsection, we consider a specific clustered network model as an example, and char-

acterize the achievable demodulation SNR gain due to D2D cooperation for the weakest user

in the network, under this model. In this analysis, we use several simplifying assumptions on

the channel and network model for analytical tractability, in order to get a feel for the scale of

the possible gains that can be attained through cooperation. This simplification is limited to the

scope of this particular subsection, and the results in the rest of the paper do not depend on

these assumptions.
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Consider a network where users are clustered in a circular area of radius r, whose center is

a distance d away from the base station, where r � d. The users are assumed to be uniformly

distributed within the circular area. In general, a network might consist of several such clusters,

but here we focus on one, assuming other clusters are geographically far relative to r.

We assume that the downlink channel vector of user i at time t is modeled by11

hi(t) =
√
ρ

P∑
k=1

ξi,k(t)e (θi,k(t)) ,

where ρ is the path loss factor (assumed constant across users in the same cluster since r � d),

P is the number of signal paths, ξi,k(t) ∼ CN (0, 1) is the complex path gain for the kth path

of user i at time t, θi,k is the angle of departure of the kth path of the ith user at time t, and

e(θ) is given by

e(θ) :=
[

1 ej2π∆ cos(θ) ej2π2∆ cos(θ) . . . ej2π(M−1)∆ cos(θ)

]∗
,

for an antenna separation ∆. The path gains ξi,k(t) are i.i.d. across different i, k, and t.

Path loss between users is modeled by φij = φ0d
c
ij for some constant φ0, where dij is the

distance between i and j, and c > 2 is the path loss exponent.

For simplicity of analysis, in this example network we will assume that only one cooperative

pair per time slot is scheduled. Our goal is to characterize the cooperation gains in SNR when

one is allowed to choose the most suitable relay j for a given destination i.

Invoking (6), we define the cooperative SNR for the pair (i, j), SNRcoopij to be

SNRcoopij :=
s2
ij1

1 + |uij1(2)|2
σ2
j|i

|gij |2

,

where sij1 is the first singular value corresponding to the pair (i, j). Since we are interested

in the achievable SNR gain, in defining this quantity, we have allocated all power to only one

of the available streams, ignoring the multiplexing gain that could be achieved by schedul-

ing two parallel streams to user i. The maximal non-cooperative SNR for user i is given by

SNRnon−coopi := ‖hi‖2, achieved by beamforming along the direction of hi. Minimum cooperative

and non-cooperative SNRs in the network are respectively defined as

SNRcoopmin := min
i∈N

SNRcoopij∗(i), SNRnon−coopmin := min
i∈N

SNRnon−coopi ,

11This is written for a uniform linear transmit array for simplicity, but our analysis using this model can be generalized for

any array configuration.
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where j∗(i) = arg maxj∈N E
[
SNRcoopij

∣∣φij,hj], which arises due to relay selection, and the

expectation is taken over the D2D side-channel fading ζij(t).

The next theorem, whose proof is in Appendix A, summarizes our results on how the SNR

of the weakest user in either case scales with the number of users n in the cluster.

Theorem 2.

lim
n→∞

P
(
SNRcoopmin <

1

2
Mρ

(
1

2
log n− 2 log log n

)
− 1

)
= O

(
e− log2 n+2 logn

)
,

and

lim
n→∞

P
(
SNRnon−coopmin > Mρn−

γ
2P ψ(2P )

)
= O

(
e−n

1−γ
)
,

for any 0 < γ < 1, where ψ(`) = (`!)
1
` , and P is the number of signal paths.

Theorem 2 highlights the importance of having multiple options in relay selection. In the

non-cooperative case, the factor n−
γ

2P appears due to the fact that as the number of users in

the cluster grows, the minimum is taken over a larger set of users, and hence it is expected

for the SNR of the weakest user to decay, in the absence of cooperation. On the other hand,

in the presence of cooperation, the SNR of the weakest user actually grows. This is due to the

multiuser diversity gain, which is present due to our ability to schedule the user with the most

favorable channel conditions as a relay. In other words, as the number of users grows, so does

the number of possible paths from the base station to each user, and thus the maximal SNR,

even when the weakest user is considered.

IV. DOWNLINK SCHEDULING WITH COOPERATION

Although our analysis of the SNR gain with relay selection in the previous section is informa-

tive of the potential gains of cooperation, one should note that its scope is limited. For a more

thorough understanding of how to perform relay selection, we formulate the problem within the

network utility maximization framework, which has been extensively studied in the context of

resource allocation and scheduling problems for wireless/wired networks [12], [11].

Note that due to interference from other D2D links as well as from external sources, not

all D2D users can transmit at a given time, which implicitly imposes a constraint on relay

selection. In particular, one needs to ensure that the relays can find a slot for transmission to

the destination user after a finite delay, i.e., the relay queues remain stable. The existing cross-

layer optimization algorithms, e.g., [12], [11] (e.g., virtual queues, dynamic backpressure routing
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etc.) are not immediately applicable to this scenario. This is firstly because our physical-layer

signaling is not based on routing, and makes explicit use of the broadcast nature of the wireless

medium, by using both the direct link to the destination node, and the alternate link formed

by relay. Consequently, the full network cannot be abstracted into a graph with isolated links,

which is widely assumed in the literature. Second, since our utility metric is a function of the

average amount of relaying done by users, different choices of relay for the same user results in

different rewards, even when the rates offered in these choices are equal. Existing formulations

do not capture this generalization, which necessitates a special treatment of the downlink resource

allocation problem with D2D cooperation.

To achieve this, we take an approach consisting of

1) A generalization of the single-user scheduling algorithm of [3] based on the maximization

of the derivative of the utility function to the cooperative scenario with relay selection,

MU-MIMO, and incomplete network state knowledge,

2) A relay flow control scheme integrated into scheduling, which involves explicitly imposing

a set of hard linear constraints on the relaying frequency of users,

3) A novel utility metric that is specific to the cooperative architecture, exhibiting desirable

fairness properties.

In particular, the second point requires the use of a novel technique using exponential barrier

functions to handle the stability constraint, and the generalizations of the first point requires

several modifications to the proof of [3].

A. Utility Maximization Formulation

As discussed in Section II, our goal is to design a stable policy π that maximizes a network

utility function U(r, β) =
∑n

i=1 Ui(ri, βi), where Ui : [0,∞)× [0, 1]→ R, for i = 1, . . . , n, are

twice continuously differentiable concave functions that are non-decreasing in the first argument,

and non-increasing in the second argument. Note that unlike the existing works, the utility

function is not only a function of the throughput (first argument), but also a function of the

amount of relaying performed for others by the user (second argument). This definition naturally

introduces a penalty each time a D2D link is scheduled, and thus the out-of-band resources are

not “free”. The utility function Ui (ri, βi) then jointly captures the reward of having received an

average throughput of ri, and the cost of having relayed βi fraction of time, for user i. We will

consider a specific form of utility function in Section IV-E, and demonstrate its properties in

terms of fairness and relaying cost.
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Fixing the transmission strategy as the one described in Section III-B, the problem of selecting

the pair (A(t), γ(t)) reduces to the selection of a schedule set S(t) ⊆ N 2 × {1, 2} for every

frame t, which specifies the active set A(t) as well as the stream index corresponding to each

pair (i, j) ∈ A(t). The schedule set chosen by policy π at frame t will be denoted by Sπ(t).

Let the network state be represented by the pair (K(t), Z(t)), where K(t) = (H(t),Φ)

represents the network parameters causally known at the base station, and Z(t) is the fading

parameter, which is unknown (all variables are as defined in Section II, Table I). We assume

that K(t) and Z(t) take values over the arbitrarily large but finite sets K and Z , respectively12.

Define

απskz(t) =
1

t

t∑
τ=1

ISπ(τ)=sIK(τ)=kIZ(τ)=z,

for s ⊆ N 2 × {1, 2}, k ∈ K, and z ∈ Z , and IE is the indicator variable for the event E; i.e.,

απskz(t) is the average fraction of time the network was in state (k, z), and the policy π chose the

schedule set s up to time t. Under this definition, our joint scheduling/relay selection problem

can be formulated as the following utility optimization problem.

maximize
∑
i∈N

Ui (ri, βi) s.t. (r, β) ∈ R, β ∈ Λ, (7)

where R is such that (r, β) ∈ R if and only if there exists a scheduling policy π such that

lim inf
t→∞

∑
s:i∈s1

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

R
(i)
skzα

π
skz(t) = ri, lim sup

t→∞

∑
s:i∈s2

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

απskz(t) = βi,

almost surely for all i ∈ N , where s1 := {i : (i, j, d) ∈ s}, s2 := {j : (i, j, d) ∈ s, i 6= j}, and

R
(i)
skz is the rate delivered to user i when Sπ = s,K = k,Z = z, which can be computed based

on the results from Section III. Note that in the optimization problem (7), the first constraint

simply ensures feasibility of the pair (r, β), and the second one imposes the stability constraint

for the relay queues, given the conflict graph Gc between the flows (i, j) available in the network.

B. Stability Region Structure

Let Λ (Gc) denote the stability region corresponding to the conflict graph Gc. In general, an

explicit characterization of Λ (Gc) is difficult to obtain. However, it turns out one can explicitly

12The finiteness assumption is made for technical convenience in proofs; however the proposed scheduling algorithm itself

does not rely on this assumption. By assuming a large cardinality, one can model the general case with uncountable alphabets

arbitrarily closely.
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obtain a reasonably large inner bound by appropriately inserting edges in the conflict graph,

and thus backing off from the optimal stability region. The following theorem characterizes this

inner bound.

Theorem 3. Given the conflict graph Gc = (Vc, Ec) and the non-zero link availability probabilities

{pij}, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that generates another graph Ḡc =
(
Vc, Ēc

)
such

that Λ
(
Ḡc
)
⊆ Λ (Gc), and β ∈ Λ

(
Ḡc
)

if and only if βQ :=
∑

(i,j)∈Q
βij
pij
≤ 1 for every maximal

clique13 Q of Ḡc. Further, the number of maximal cliques of Ḡc is at most n2, and these cliques

can be listed in polynomial time.

The proof of Theorem 3, given in Appendix F, relies on standard results from [23] specialized

to our one-hop network consisting of user pairs, as well as certain graph-theoretic results on

perfect graphs, i.e., graphs whose chromatic numbers equal their clique number.

The relay flow control component of our scheduling algorithm uses the inner bound of

Theorem 3 to ensure the stability of the relay queues. Defining Λ̄ := Λ
(
Ḡc
)
, we reformulate the

optimization (7) as

maximize
∑
i∈N

Ui (ri, βi) s.t. (r, β) ∈ R, β ∈ Λ̄. (8)

The optimality of the proposed scheduling algorithm is with respect to (8).

C. Optimal Scheduling

Let Q be the set of maximal cliques of Gc. Consider the following policy, which we call π∗:

Given (r(t− 1), β(t− 1), H(t),Φ), choose the schedule set s∗ such that s∗ = arg max
s⊆N̄ (t)×{1,2}

f(s),

where

f(s) =
∑

(i,j,d)∈s

EZ(t)

[
R

(i)
sK(t)Z(t)

∣∣∣K(t)
] ∂Ui
∂ri

∣∣∣ri=ri(t−1)
βi=βi(t−1)

+
∂Uj
∂βj

∣∣∣rj=rj(t−1)
βj=βj(t−1)

, (9)

N̄ (t) := {(i, j) ∈ N 2 : βQ(t) ≤ 1 for all Q ∈ Q s.t. (i, j) ∈ Q}, and R
(i)
sK(t)Z(t) = R

(i)
skz with

K(t) = k and Z(t) = z. Note that (i, i) ∈ N̄ (t) is vacuously true for all i, corresponding to the

scenario where user i is scheduled without relay.

There are a few key points to note in the definition of policy π∗. First, note that the maxi-

mization is performed over the available streams (i, j, d) in the network, as opposed to over the

set of users themselves. Second, at any frame t, any stream (i, j, d) that involves a pair of users

13A maximal clique is a clique that is not a subset of another clique.
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(i, j) that is part of a clique Q that currently violates its constraint βQ(t) ≤ 1 is ignored in the

maximization, which is the relay flow control component of the algorithm to ensure stability of

the relay queues. Third, the asymptotic optimality of π∗ reveals that it is sufficient to average

the rate R(i)
sK(t)Z(t) over the part of the network state Z(t) that is unknown at the base station,

which is consistent with the results in [13].

Theorem 4. Let the optimal value of the maximization in (8) be OPT. Define the empirical

utility of π∗ as U∗(t) =
∑

i∈N Ui (r
∗
i (t), β

∗
i (t)), where r∗i (t) and β∗i (t) correspond to variables

ri(t) and βi(t), respectively, under policy π∗. Then the following events hold with probability 1

(i.e., almost surely) in the probability space generated by the random network parameters K(t)

and Z(t):

1) limt→∞ inf
{
‖β∗(t)− β‖1 : β ∈ Λ̄

}
= 0,

2) limt→∞ U
∗(t) = OPT.

The proof outline is provided in Section IV-F, with details in Appendix B. Theorem 4 shows

that policy π∗ asymptotically achieves the optimum of (8).

D. Greedy Implementation

Although converging to the optimal solution, policy π∗ suffers from high computational

complexity, since it involves an exhaustive search over all subsets of streams. To reduce the

complexity, we consider a suboptimal greedy implementation of the policy, similar to [9] for

non-cooperative MU-MIMO. The algorithm works by iteratively building the schedule set, at

each step adding the stream (i∗, j∗, d∗) that contributes the largest amount to the objective f(s),

and committing to this choice in the following iterations, until there are no streams left that can

result in a utility increment factor of (1 + ε) to the existing schedule set (see Algorithm 1). The

worst-case complexity of the algorithm is O (NDn), where D is the maximum node degree in

G, and N is the maximum number of streams that can be scheduled at a time.

E. Choice of Utility Function

We focus on utility functions of the form14

Ui (ri, βi) = log(ri) + κ log(1− βi), (10)

14Note that this choice means that the function is not defined for βi = 1 and ri = 0, but we ignore this since no user will

operate at these points.
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Algorithm 1 Greedy cooperative scheduling
1: iter = 1, schedule set = ∅, initialize ε > 0.

2: while iter ≤ N do

3: (i∗, j∗, d∗) = arg max(i,j,d)∈N̄ (t)×{1,2} f (schedule set ∪ (i, j, d))

4: f∗(iter) = f (schedule set ∪ (i∗, j∗, d∗))

5: if f∗(iter) > (1 + ε)f∗(iter − 1) then

6: schedule set = schedule set ∪ (i∗, j∗, d∗)

7: iter = iter + 1

8: else

9: for all Q ∈ Q do

10: βQ(t+ 1) = update clique states(βQ(t), schedule set)

11: end for

12: stop

13: end if

14: end while

where κ ≥ 0 is a parameter that controls the trade-off between fairness in throughput and fairness

in relaying load. Using the concavity of the objective, it can be shown that (see Appendix E

for details) for any feasible pair (r, β), the optimum
(
r̃, β̃
)

with respect to the objective (10)

satisfies ∑
i

ri − r̃i
r̃i

≤ κ
∑
i

(1− β̃i)− (1− βi)
1− β̃i

. (11)

The condition (25) admits a meaningful interpretation. Note that the left-hand side represents

the sum of the relative gains in throughput due to the perturbation, whereas the right hand-side

represents the sum of the relative decrease in time spent idle (not relaying). The condition in

(25) then suggests that any perturbation to the optimal values will result in a total percentage

throughput gain that is less than the total percentage increase in relaying cost, with the parameter

κ acting as a translation factor between throughput and relaying cost. This can be considered a

generalization of well-studied proportional fairness, which implies that any perturbation to the

optimal operating point results in a total percentage throughput loss. Our generalization allows

for a positive total relative throughput change, albeit only at the expense of a larger total relative

cost increase in relaying. For this utility function, we can evaluate the scheduling rule (9) as

s∗ = arg max
s⊆N̄ (t)×{1,2}

EZ(t)

[
R

(i)
sK(t)Z(t)

∣∣∣K(t)
]

ri(t)
− κ

1− βij(t)
.

F. Proof Outline of Theorem 4

We provide the outline for the proof of Theorem 4, leaving details to Appendix B.
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We begin with the first claim. Due to Theorem 3, it is sufficient to show that for any maximal

clique Q ⊆ Vc, lim sup β∗Q(t) ≤ 1 almost surely. We state this in the following lemma, whose

proof is relatively straightforward and provided in Appendix D.

Lemma 1. For all maximal cliques Q of Gc, lim sup β∗Q(t) ≤ 1 with probability 1 in the

probability space generated by K(t) and Z(t).

The proof of the second claim uses stochastic approximation techniques similar to the main

proof in [3], but also features several key differences to account for D2D cooperation, multiuser

MIMO, partial network knowledge, relay queue stability, and generalized utility functions. To

prove the second claim, we first reformulate (8) in terms of the variables αskz, as follows

maximize U(y) :=
∑
i∈N

Ui

(∑
s:i∈s1

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

R
(i)
skzαskz,

∑
s:i∈s2

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

αskz

)
(12)

s.t. αskz ≥ 0,
∑
s

αskz ≤ pkqz, αskz = qz
∑
z′

αskz′ , ∀s, k, z (13)

∑
(i,j)∈Q

∑
s:i∈s1j∈s2

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

αskz ≤ 1, ∀Q ∈ Q, (14)

where pk = P (K(t) = k), and qz = P (Z(t) = z), where αskz are deterministic; they represent

the fraction of time spent in state (s, k, z) throughout the transmission. The last condition in

(13) reflects the fact that the scheduling decision cannot depend on the realization of Z(t), since

this information is not available at the base station.

Lemma 2. Let OPT′ denote the optimal value of (12). Then OPT′ ≥ OPT.

Lemma 2 is proved in Appendix D using properties of compact sets.

Using Lemma 2, it is sufficient to show that Uπ(t) converges to the optimum value of (12).

We state this in the following lemma, whose proof is provided in Appendix B.

Lemma 3. limt→∞ U
∗(t) = OPT′, with prob. 1 in the probability space generated by (K(t), Z(t)).

The proof of Lemma 3 extends the stochastic approximation techniques from [3], [32] to our

setup. In particular, we consider the relaxed version of the optimization problem by augmenting

the objective with the stability constraint using a sequence of exponential barrier functions. We

then determine the optimal policy for the relaxed problem, and take the limit in the slope of the

barrier function to prove the result for the original problem.
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Parameter Value Parameter Value

Cellular bandwidth 40MHz DL carrier freq. 2GHz

D2D bandwidth 40MHz D2D carrier freq. 5GHz

# BS antennas 32 (linear array) OFDM FFT size 2048

# UE antennas 1 cell.+1 ISM Power allocation equal

Antenna spacing 0.5λ BS power 46dBm

BS antenna gain 0 dBi UE power 23dBm

BS antenna pattern Uniform Penetration loss 0dB

TABLE II: System parameters used in the

simulations

Large Cell Small/Hetero.

Inter-site distance (a
√

3) 1732m 500m

No. cells (Ω) 5 19

No. active users/cell (n) 25 10

Cluster radius std. dev. (σ) 20m 10m

Mean # clusters ( 3
√

3
2
λa) 5 3

Utility trade-off param. (κ) 7 8

TABLE III: Default cell-size-specific param-

eters

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

1) Geographic distribution: For the regular network model, we consider a hexagonal grid of

Ω cells (see Figure 2), each of radius a, with a base station at the center, and n users at each

cell. For each cell, we first generate a set of cluster centers according to a homogeneous Poisson

point process with intensity λ. Next, we randomly assign each user to a cluster, where user

locations for cluster i are chosen i.i.d. according to CN (ci, σ
2I2), where ci is the i’th cluster

center, with σ determining how localized the cluster is. In the heterogeneous network model (see

Figure 3), we place the Ω base stations uniformly at random, generate cluster centers through

a homogeneous Poisson process, and assign users to clusters uniformly at random. Next, each

user associates with the nearest base station. In both cases, for each set of spatial parameters,

we generate eight “drops”, i.e., instantiations of user distributions, and the CDFs are computed

by aggregating the results across the drops.

2) Channel model: For each (BS, user) pair, we generate a time series of 100 channel vectors

for each OFDM subcarrier using the 3GPP Spatial Channel Model (SCM) implementation [33],

assuming a user mobility of 3m/s. For each user pair, we use the models from 3GPP D2D

Channel Model [34] to generate the path loss parameter φij and the log-normal shadowing

parameter χij . The channel between the user pair (i, j) for each resource block (RB) is then

computed as φijχijζij , where ζij ∼ CN (0, 1) is i.i.d. fading parameter for a given RB. The D2D

fading parameters are assumed i.i.d. across RBs. For the main results, we use the line-of-sight

(LOS) model, but we also explore the effect of non-line-of-sight links later in the section. For

each drop, the channels are computed and stored a priori, and all the simulations are run for

the same sequences of channel realizations.
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Fig. 2: Sample geographic distribution of

users for large cells..

Fig. 3: Example realization of usr and base

station realizations for the heterogeneous

network model.

3) System operation: Various system parameters are given in Table II. We assume an infinite

backlog of data to be transmitted for each user. At every time slot, the base station obtains

an estimate of the current network state (estimation error modeled normally distributed with

variance proportional to the total energy of the channel gains across the OFDM subcarriers,

independently for each antenna), and makes a scheduling decision. The scheduling decision is

made without knowledge of the inter-cell interference. In the cooperative case, scheduling is

done according to Algorithm 1 in Appendix E. In the non-cooperative case, we similarly use

the greedy scheduling algorithm of [9]. Once the scheduling decision is made, the throughput

is computed using the results of Section III based on the actual channel realizations with inter-

cell interference, assuming regularized zero-forcing beamforming, and a 3dB SNR back-off to

model practical coding performance. We also take into account various rate back-offs including

OFDM cyclic prefix and guard intervals, channel training and uplink data bursts. After the

transmission, user throughputs and relaying fractions are updated through exponentially-weighted

moving average filters, with averaging window Tw = 50 frames.

B. Throughput Distribution for Regular Cells

For the setup described, we simulate the system with and without cooperation, under the utility

function introduced in Section IV, as well as conventional proportionally fair (PF) scheduler.

We consider large and small cells, with parameters corresponding to either case provided in

Table III. For each case, we simulate the system with and without channel estimation errors,

using pij = 1 for all (i, j) (we explore smaller values of pij later in the section).
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Fig. 4: Throughput CDF for large cells. Fig. 5: Throughput CDF for small cells.

The CDF of the long-term average throughput received by the users in the network is plotted in

Figures 4 and 5 (“err.” represents the case with channel estimation errors, and “perf.” represents

perfect channel estimation). These plots can be interpreted as a cumulative throughput histogram

in the network, where the value on the vertical axis represents the fraction of users who experience

a throughput that is less than or equal to the corresponding value on the horizontal axis.

One can observe from Figures 4 and 5 that, cooperation is most helpful for the weakest (cell-

edge) users in the network, providing a throughput gain ranging from 3x up to 4.5x for the

bottom fifth-percentile of users depending on cell size, channel estimation quality and utility

function used, compared to non-cooperative MU-MIMO. The gain for the median user similarly

ranges from 1.4x up to 2.1x depending on the scenario.

When the baseline is taken as non-cooperative SU-MIMO, the fifth percentile gain ranges

from 3.5x to 5.7x, whereas the median gain ranges from 2.4x up to 4.1x.

C. Throughput Distribution for Heterogeneous Networks

We consider the same setup under the heterogeneous network model (Figure 3), with the

utility function of Section IV, and with the same cell-size specific parameters as those for small

cells (see Table III). Each user associates with the closest base station, and the resulting CDF is

obtained by aggregating the results from independently generated drops, where the base station

locations are different across drops. We observe that similar results can be obtained for randomly

placed base stations of the heterogeneous model (see Figure 6). The fifth-percetile gain is 4.2x,

while the median user gain is 1.8x, with respect to non-cooperative MU-MIMO.
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Fig. 6: Throughput CDF for heterogeneous

network.

Fig. 7: CDF for the fraction of time spent

relaying for large cells.

D. Relaying Cost

We consider the CDF of the fraction of time a user has performed relaying, for the same

runs of simulation as in the previous subsection, in Figure 7. In this figure, the values on the

vertical axis represent the fraction of users that perform relaying a fraction of time less than

or equal to the corresponding value at the horizontal axis, e.g., 90% of users perform relaying

less than 22% of the time for PF with relaying cost, and less than 45% of the time for pure PF

utility. We observe that our proposed utility function results in more than 50% drop in the total

relaying load, with a relatively small penalty in throughput. In particular, the median throughput

drop across users is 10%, and the maximum drop is 16%. Therefore, the novel utility function

proposed in Section IV enables a more efficient utilization of out-of-band resources, from a

throughput-per-channel-access perspective.

E. D2D Link Intermittence

We re-run the simulation in Subsection V-B for smaller values of pij . The results are plotted

in Figure 8, which suggests that the cell-edge gains are fairly robust to external interference of

the D2D links, and the gains degrade gracefully with decreasing link availability, resulting in

approximately 2.5x gain at the bottom fifth percentile even when the links are only available

30% of the time.
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Fig. 8: Throughput CDF for large cells, for

intermittent side-channels.

Fig. 9: Throughput changes in WiFi and

cellular users when D2D cooperation is en-

abled.

F. Co-existence with WiFi

Since the existing WiFi networks use the same band as D2D cooperation, an important question

is whether co-existence of these technologies negates the possible gains due to interference. In

this section, we study this scenario through simulations, and demonstrate that the combined

overall benefit of WiFi access points (AP) and D2D dominates the loss due to interference, and

thus WiFi and D2D cooperation can co-exist harmoniously.

To study this scenario, we consider a network model where an AP is placed at each cluster

center ci. If a user is within the range of a AP, it only gets served by the AP, and is unavailable

for D2D cooperation, since the unlicensed band is occupied by AP transmissions and we assume

there is constant downlink traffic from the AP. Otherwise, the user is served by the base station

and is potentially available for D2D cooperation. In practice, this co-existence mechanism can

be implemented through a more aggressive policy, similar to LTE-U: having the user search for

an available channel within the unlicensed band for a specified period of time, to use for D2D

cooperation, and if none exists, having the user transmit for a short duty cycle. Note that the

D2D transmissions from outside the AP range can still interfere with the receptions of AP users.

We consider a simplified model for the rates delivered by the AP. If there are ` users within

the range of a given AP, then a user i at a distance di from the AP is offered a rate

Ri(t) = ηJi(t) min

(
R (di) ,

Rmax

`

)
,

where R (d) is a function that maps the user distance d from AP to the rate delivered to that user,

Rmax is the maximum rate the AP can deliver, 0 < η ≤ 1 is a back-off factor capturing various
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Fig. 10: Throughput CDF for large cells with

APs, with σ = 100m.

Fig. 11: Throughput CDF for large cells with

APs, with σ = 200m.

overheads in the system, and Jk(t) is the binary variable that takes the value 0 if a neighbor

of k in the connectivity graph is transmitting at time t, and 1 otherwise. We use the 802.11ac

achievable rates reported in [35] (3 streams, 80MHz, with rates normalized to 40MHz) for the

R (dk) and Rmax values, with η = 0.5. We reduce the device power to 17dBm for this setup.

The throughput CDFs under this setup are given in Figures 10 and 11. If a user is served by

WiFi, its throughput from WiFi is considered; otherwise, its throughput from the D2D-enhanced

cellular network is considered.

The results suggest that when D2D cooperation and WiFi AP are simultaneously enabled, the

performance is uniformly better than either of them individually enabled, despite the interference

from D2D transmissions to AP users, and the relatively fewer D2D opportunities due to users

being served by AP. Note that this does not mean that the throughput of a given WiFi user is not

reduced when D2D interference takes place (see Figure 9, where median WiFi user throughput

drops by 10%, while the fifth-percentile cellular user throughput grows by 130%); it means that,

if the user falls within the bottom x-percentile after the D2D interference, they are still better off

than the bottom x-percentile when only WiFi is enabled. The main reason D2D does not hurt

WiFi too much is that D2D cooperation is used for a relatively small fraction of time compared

to WiFi for a given user (see Figure 7, which shows 80% of users relay less than 10% of the

time), which limits the amount of interference. This may also suggest that the more aggressive

LTE-U-type policies may also be feasible.
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Fig. 12: CDF for the number of streams

scheduled for large cells.

Fig. 13: CDF for the number of streams

scheduled for small cells.

G. Number of Streams Scheduled

We compare the number of streams scheduled per time slot for cooperative and non-cooperative

cases, in the CDF in Figures 12 and 13. This can also be understood as the number of steps it

takes for Algorithm 1 to terminate.

One can observe that cooperation enables the base station to schedule 1-2 additional streams

on average, compared to the non-cooperative case. The reason underlying this behavior is the

richness in scheduling options, since data can be transmitted to a particular user through several

relaying options, with a distinct beamforming vector corresponding to each option. Since it is

easier to find a stream (beamforming vector) that is compatible (approximately orthogonal) with

the already scheduled streams, on the average the algorithm is able to schedule a larger number

of users per time slot.

H. Relaxing the Stability Constraint

In the scenario where the cellular bandwidth is sufficiently smaller than the D2D bandwidth,

the interference constraint no longer active, since the devices can perform frequency-division

multiplexing to orthogonalize their transmissions. This scenario can be modeled by removing the

stability constraint, and performing the maximization in (9) over all N 2×{1, 2} streams available

for scheduling. The resulting throughput CDFs are given in Figures 14 and 15. Comparing the

result to those in Figures 4 and 5, we see that the stability constraint has a rather small effect

on the cooperative cell-edge gains in throughput for large cells, and a relatively larger effect

for small cells. This is because the users are located more densely in small cells, and thus the
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Fig. 14: Throughput CDF for large cells

(without stability constraint).

Fig. 15: Throughput CDF for small cells

(without stability constraint).

interference (and thus, the stability) constraint is more restrictive. We observe that under this

setup, the fifth-percentile gains with respect to SU-MIMO baseline range from 3.5× up to 6.3×,

depending on cell size, channel estimation quality and the utility function used. The median gain

for large cells reaches almost 4.5×. The fifth-percentile gains with respect to non-cooperative

MU-MIMO are similarly between 3.3× and 4.9×, and the median user gain ranges up to 2.3×.

I. Effect of Clustering

For large cells, we vary the cluster radius σ to study its effect in the throughput CDF in

the network. Figure 16 plots the throughputs corresponding to the median and the bottom fifth-

percentile users in the network, for a range of cluster radii, cooperative and non-cooperative

cases, and line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) D2D links. We observe that at

23dBm device power, for LOS links, most of the median and fifth-percentile throughput gains

are preserved up to a cluster radius of 200m15. The decay in throughput is much faster for NLOS

D2D links, and the gain completely disappears at a cluster radius of 200m. The performance

in a real scenario would be somewhere in between the LOS and NLOS curves, since in a real

scenario only a fraction of the links would be LOS.
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Fig. 16: Median and 5-percentile throughput vs. cluster radius

Fig. 17: Throughput CDF for large cells with

APs, with σ = 100m (AP users served by

AP and base station).

Fig. 18: Throughput CDF for large cells with

APs, with σ = 200m (AP users served by

AP and base station).

J. Co-existence with WiFi Off-loading

One can also consider an off-loading scenario where the base station continues serving the

WiFi users. In this case, the WiFi users are still not available for D2D cooperation, but they can

receive from both the AP and directly from the base station whenever they are scheduled based

on their past throughputs. We compute the rate delivered to a WiFi user as the sum of the rate

that is delivered from the base station (whenever scheduled) and the rate that is delivered from

15Note that the cluster radius is the standard deviation of user locations from each cluster center. User pairs with pairwise

distance much smaller than the cluster radius can still exist within the cluster.
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the AP. Figures 17 and 18 plot the throughput CDFs under this scenario. The results follow a

similar pattern to the case where WiFi users are served only by the AP, with a small additional

gain in the curves with AP off-loading.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a cellular architecture that combines MU-MIMO downlink with opportunistic use

of unlicensed ISM bands to establish D2D cooperation, which results in up to approximately 6×
throughput gain in cell-edge users, while improving the overall throughput. In the physical layer,

the architecture is based on using D2D relaying to form virtual MIMO channels. We proposed a

scheduling algorithm for this architecture that activates such D2D links to extract opportunistic

gains, while maintaining fairness in terms of both throughput and the amount of relaying. To this

end, we introduced a novel utility function that incorporates the cost of relaying into scheduling.

We studied the architecture through extensive simulations, which suggest significant throughput

gains for both cell-edge and median users under various scenarios.
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APPENDIX A

PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Proposition 1. Let Xi, i = 1, . . . , n, be i.i.d. χ2(2P ) random variables. Then

P
(

min
1≤i≤n

Xi > n−
γ

2P ψ(2P )

)
= O

(
e−n

1−γ
)
, for 0 < γ < 1.

Proof. Using the Taylor series for the upper incomplete Gamma function, as x→ 0,

P (Xi > x) = 1− x2P

(2P )!
+O

(
x2P+1

)
.

Therefore,

P
(

min
1≤i≤n

Xi > n−
γ

2P ψ(2P )

)
=
(
P
(
Xi > n−

γ
2P ψ(2P )

))n
=
(
1− n−γ

)n
= O

(
e−n

1−γ
)
.

We will first derive a lower bound on SNRcoopij , defined by SNRcoopij =
s2ij1

1+|uij1(2)|2
σ2
j|i

‖gij‖2

. Using

the fact that |uij1(2)|2 ≤ 1 and σ2
j|i ≤ σ2

j , where σ2
j is the variance of y2,

SNRcoopij ≥
s2
ij1

1 +
σ2
j

‖gij‖2

=
s2
ij1

1 +
1+‖hj‖2
‖gij‖2

. (15)

Next, since s2
ij1 is the larger eigenvalue of the matrix HijH

∗
ij , using the closed form expressions

for the eigenvalues of 2× 2 matrices,

s2
ij1 =

1

2

(
‖hi‖2 + ‖hj‖2 +

√
‖hi‖4 + ‖hj‖4 + 2‖hi‖2‖hj‖2 cos(2Θ)

)
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≥ 1

2

(
‖hi‖2 + ‖hj‖2 +

∣∣‖hi‖2 − ‖hj‖2
∣∣) = max

(
‖hi‖2, ‖hj‖2

)
,

where Θ = cos−1 h∗i hj
‖hi‖‖hj‖ is the angle between hi and hj , and the lower bound is obtained by

setting cos (2Θ) = −1. Using this lower bound in (15), we get

SNRcoopij ≥ max (‖hi‖2, ‖hj‖2)

1 +
1+‖hj‖2
‖gij‖2

≥ ‖hj‖2

1 +
1+‖hj‖2
‖gij‖2

≥ (‖hj‖2 + 1) ‖gij‖2

1 + ‖hj‖2 + ‖gij‖2
− 1

≥ 1

2
min

(
‖hj‖2, ‖gij‖2

)
− 1.

Therefore, to prove the first claim in Theorem 2, it is sufficient to prove that

P
(

min
i∈N

min
(
‖hj∗(i)‖2, ‖gij∗(i)‖2

)
> Mρ

(
1

2
log n− 2 log log n

))
= O

(
e− log2 n+2 logn

)
.

Define Pn = {j : ‖hj‖2 ≥Mρ
(

1
2

log n− 2 log log n
)
}, and Rn(i) = {j ∈ Pn : φij ≥ n

c
4}.

Proposition 2. P (Rn(i) = ∅ for some i) = O
(
e− log2 n+2 logn

)
.

Therefore, if Rn(i) 6= ∅ for all i,

1 + SNRcoopmin ≥
1

2
min
i∈N

min
(
‖hj∗(i)‖2, ‖gij∗(i)‖2

)
≥ 1

2
min
i∈N

min

(
Mρ

(
1

2
log n− 2 log log n

)
, n

c
4‖ζij†(i)‖2

)
=

1

2
min

(
Mρ

(
1

2
log n− 2 log log n

)
, n

c
4 min
i∈N
‖ζij†(i)‖2

)
,

where j†(i) = arg maxj∈Rn(i) E
[
SNRcoopij

∣∣φij,hj], and thus

P
(
SNRcoopmin <

1

2
Mρ

(
1

2
log n− 2 log log n

)
− 1

∣∣∣∣Rn(i) 6= ∅ ∀i
)

= O
(
e−n

1−γ
)
, (16)

for all 0 < γ < 1, by Proposition 1, by the fact that ‖ζij‖2 is a χ2(2) random variable, and that

j†(i) is independent of ‖ζij‖2. Then (16), together with Proposition 2 implies the first claim of

the theorem.

It remains to prove Proposition 2. To achieve this, we will first lower bound the tail probability

P (‖hj‖2 > a). Define êj,k :=
ej,k
‖ej,k‖

=
ej,k√
M

, Ej := [êj,1 . . . êj,P ], and ξj := [ξj,k]k. Letting

Ej = QjΛjQ
∗
j be an eigendecomposition of Ej ,

‖hj‖2 = ρ

∥∥∥∥∥
P∑
k=1

ξj,ke(θj,k)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

= Mρ

∥∥∥∥∥
P∑
k=1

ξj,kê(θj,k)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

= Mρ (Ejξj)
∗ (Ejξj) = Mρξ∗j

(
E∗jEj

)
ξj = Mρ

P∑
k=1

λk
(
E∗jEj

) ∣∣(Qjξj)k
∣∣2 ,
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where λk
(
E∗jEj

)
is the kth eigenvalue of E∗jEj , and (Qjξj)k is the kth element of Qjξj . Since∑P

k=1 λk
(
E∗jEj

)
= tr

(
E∗jEj

)
= P , there must exist a k, say k∗, such that λk∗

(
E∗jEj

)
≥ 1.

Hence,

‖hj‖2 = Mρ

P∑
k=1

λk
(
E∗jEj

) ∣∣(Qjξj)k
∣∣2 ≥Mρ

∣∣(Qjξj)k∗
∣∣2 .

Since Ej is independent from ξj , and since the distributions of i.i.d. Gaussian vectors are invariant

under orthogonal transformations,
∣∣(Qjξj)k∗

∣∣2 has the same distribution as ‖ξj,k‖2 for an arbitrary

k, i.e., χ2(2) distribution, or equivalently, exponential distribution with mean 1. Therefore, the

tail probability of ‖hj‖2 can be lower bounded by P (‖hj‖2 > Mρa) ≥ e−a. Hence,

P
(
|Pn| ≤ (1− δ)

√
n
)

= P

(
n∑
j=1

I
(
‖hj‖2 ≥Mρ

(
1

2
log n− 2 log log n

))
≤ (1− δ)

√
n

)
Using the tail lower bound on ‖hj‖2, we see that each indicator variable is i.i.d. with mean at

least log2 n√
n

. Therefore, using Chernoff bound,

P
(
|Pn| ≤ (1− δ)

√
n log2 n

)
≤ O

(
e−δ

2√n log2 n
)

Next, we consider the probability P
(
Rn(1) = ∅

∣∣|Pn| ≥ (1− δ)
√
n log2 n

)
. Since the users are

uniformly distributed in a circle of radius R, P (rij ≤ r) = r2

R2 for sufficiently small r > 0, and

consequently P (φij ≥ x) = 1
R2x

− 2
c . Since hj is independent from φ1j ,

P
(
Rn(1) = ∅

∣∣|Pn| ≥ (1− δ)
√
n log2 n

)
=
(
1− P

(
φ1j ≥ n

c
4

))(1−δ)
√
n log2 n

=
(

1− n−
1
2

)(1−δ)
√
n log2 n

= O
(
e−(1−δ) log2 n

)
.

Then, choosing δ = 1
logn

, and by using independence of channels across i’s,

P (Rn(1) 6= ∅ ∀i) =
(

1−O
(
e−(1−δ) log2 n

)
−O

(
e−δ

2√n log2 n
))n

= 1−O
(
e− log2 n+2 logn

)
which concludes our proof of the first claim.

To prove the second claim, we note that

‖hi‖2 = ρ

∥∥∥∥∥
P∑
k=1

ξi,ke(θi,k)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

≤ ρ

P∑
k=1

|ξi,k|2 ‖e(θi,k)‖2 = MρXi,

where Xi ∼ χ2(2P ). The second claim then follows by Proposition 1.
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APPENDIX B

PROOF OF LEMMA 3

Define αQ =
∑

(i,j)∈Q
∑

s:i∈s1j∈s2

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z αskz, and consider the following sequence of

optimization problems, indexed by n (with a slight abuse of notation):

maximize Un (α) :=
∑
i∈N

Ui (α)−
∑
Q∈Q

exp
{
n
(
αQ − 1

)}
(17)

s.t. αskz ≥ 0,
∑
s

αskz ≤ pkqz, αskz = qz
∑
z′

αskz′ , ∀s, k, z. (18)

We will denote the optimal value of the optimization (17) with OPTn. Further consider the

corresponding sequence of scheduling policies πn, that choose s∗ = arg maxs⊆N 2×{1,2} f̃n(s),

where

f̃n(s) =
∑

(i,j,m)∈s

E
[
R

(i)
sK(t)Z(t)

] ∂Ui
∂ri

∣∣∣ri=ri(t−1)
βi=βi(t−1)

+
∂Uj
∂βj

∣∣∣rj=rj(t−1)
βj=βj(t−1)

− n
∑

Q:s12∩Q6=∅

en(α
Q(t)−1), (19)

The empirical utility of the policy πn up to time t is denoted by Un(t).

Proposition 3. limn→∞OPTn = OPT′.

Proof. We first show that for any ε > 0, OPTn ≥ OPT′ − ε for large enough n. Consider the

optimization (12), with the condition (14) replaced by

αQ ≤ 1 + ∆, ∀Q ∈ Q, (20)

and denote the optimal value of the resulting maximization as OPT∆. By continuity of the

objective function, for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
∣∣OPT−δ − OPT

∣∣ < ε
2
. For such δ,

choose n large enough so that e−nδ < ε
2|Q| . Similarly, denote the maximal value of (17) subject

to (20) as OPT∆
n . Then

OPTn ≥ OPT−δn ≥ OPT−δ − ε

2
≥ OPT′ − ε.

Next, we show that for large enough n, OPTn ≤ OPT′ + ε. Choose δ > 0 small enough so that∣∣OPTδ − OPT′
∣∣ < ε. Hence

OPT′ + ε ≥ OPTδ ≥ OPTδn.

Therefore it is sufficient to show that OPTδn = OPTn for large enough n. If we choose n large

enough so that

∂Un (α)

∂αQ

∣∣∣
αQ>1+δ

=
∑
i∈N

∂Ui (α)

∂αQ
− nen(αQ−1)

∣∣∣
αQ>1+δ

< 0,
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then concavity implies OPTδn = OPTn, since the derivative would have to be monotonically

decreasing with increasing αQ. Such a choice of n is possible since ∂Ui(α)
∂αQ

∣∣∣
αQ=1+δ

<∞, similarly

by concavity and twice continuous differentiability, which concludes the proof.

Proposition 4. limn→∞ Un(t) = U(t).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for a given t, for a sufficiently large n, all the control actions

taken by policies πn and π∗ up to time t are identical. Note that since the sets K, Z and N are

finite, for a finite t, there are finitely many values αskz(t), and therefore fs(t) can take. Therefore

we can choose n large enough so that

1) For any τ ≤ t, if αQ(τ) > 1 for some Q, then

fs(τ)− n exp
{
n
(
αQ − 1

)}
< fs∗(τ)

for all subsets s such that s12 ∩Q 6= ∅,

2) For each pair of subsets s, t ⊆ N̄ (t)× {1, 2} such that fs(τ) > ft(τ) and αQ(τ) < 1 for

all Q s.t. s12 ∩Q 6= ∅ and t12 ∩Q 6= ∅,

fs(τ)− n
∑

Q:s12∩Q6=∅

exp{n
(
αQ(τ)− 1

)
} > ft(τ)− n

∑
Q:t12∩Q 6=∅

exp{n
(
αQ(τ)− 1

)
}.

Here, the first condition ensures that a subset that violates any of the clique constraints is never

scheduled, and the second condition ensures that for the subsets whose scheduling does not

violate any of the clique constraints, the order with respect to f is preserved, and hence the

subset that maximizes f remains the same. This is possible since for x > 0, enx can be made

arbitrarily large, whereas for x < 0, it can be made arbitrarily small by scaling n. For such n,

all scheduling decisions of π∗ and πn up to time t are identical, and thus Un(t) = U(t) for n

sufficiently large.

Proposition 5. limt→∞ Un(t) = OPTn.

Proof. The proof uses Lyapunov optimization techniques from [32], [3]. We will make use of

the following theorem from [32] to show the result.

Theorem 5. Consider a stochastic sequence in Rp satisfying the recursion

α(t) = α(t− 1) +
1

t
g(t),

and let {Ft}t≥0 be a non-decreasing family of filtrations of the underlying σ-algebra, such that

g(t) is Ft-measurable.
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Assume the following are satisfied.

1) There exists a compact set A ⊆ Rp such that

lim
t→∞

inf{‖α(t)− α‖1 : α ∈ A} = 0,

2) There exists K > 0 such that for all t, ‖g(t)‖1 ≤ K,

3) There exists a twice continuously differentable function V : Rp → R such that

E
[
g>(t+ 1)|Ft

]
∇V (α(t)) < −V (α(t)) ,

where > represents vector transpose.

Then the function V in condition 3 satisfies limt→∞ V (α(t))+ = 0.

Consider the sequence of vectors α(t) = {αskz(t)}s,k,z, whose entries satisfy the recursion

αskz(t) = αskz(t− 1) +
1

t

(
IS(t)=sIK(t)=kIZ(t)=z − αskz(t− 1)

)
.

Note that the vector α(t) converges to the compact set defined by (13)–(14), by the first claim

of Theorem 4, and the entries of the corresponding update sequence g(t) in this case is bounded

by 1. Following the strategy of [3], we choose

V (y(t)) =
∑
i∈N

Ui

(∑
s:i∈s1

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

R
(i)
skzα

∗
skz,

∑
s:i∈s2

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

α∗skz

)
−
∑
Q∈Q

exp
{
n
(
α∗Q − 1

)}
−
∑
i∈N

Ui

(∑
s:i∈s1

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

R
(i)
skzαskz(t),

∑
s:i∈s2

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

αskz(t)

)
+
∑
Q∈Q

exp
{
n
(
αQ(t)− 1

)}
,

where α∗ is the solution to (17)16. Then, if we verify the third condition for this choice of V ,

then the proof is concluded using Theorem 5.

We first evaluate the terms in the left-hand side of the third condition.

E
[
g>skz(t+ 1)|Ft

]
= E

[
IS(t+1)=sIK(t+1)=kIZ(t+1)=z|Ft

]
− αskz(t)

=
∑

b∈K,c∈Z

E
[
IS(t+1)=sIK(t+1)=kIZ(t+1)=z|K(t+ 1) = b, Z(t+ 1) = c,Ft

]
pbqc − αskz(t)

= E
[
IS(t+1)=s|K(t+ 1) = k, Z(t+ 1) = z,Ft

]
pkqz − αskz(t) =

 pkqz − αskz(t), if s = s∗,

−αskz(t), otherwise

16Since (17) is the maximization of a continuous function over a compact set, the extreme values are attained within the

feasible set.
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where s∗ = arg maxs̃∈N̄ (t+1)×{1,2} f̃n(s̃). Since a single entry of ∇V (α(t)) is given by

Dskz :=
∂V (α(t))

∂αskz(t)
= −

∑
i∈s1

R
(i)
skz

∂Ui
∂ri

∣∣∣
ri=ri(t)

−
∑
i∈s2

∂Ui
∂βi

∣∣∣
βi=βi(t)

+ n
∑

(i,j)∈s12

∑
Q:(i,j)∈Q

en(α
Q(t)−1),

and the inner product on the left-hand side of the third condition can be expressed as

E
[
g>(t+ 1)|Ft

]
∇V (α(t)) = −

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

Ds∗kzpkqz +
∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

∑
s

Dskzαskz(t)

= −
∑
k∈K

EL [Ds∗kL] pk +
∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

∑
s

Dskzαskz(t)

≤ −
∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

∑
s

EL [Ds∗kL]α∗skz +
∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

∑
s

Dskzαskz(t)

≤ −
∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

∑
s

EL [DskL]α∗skz +
∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

∑
s

Dskzαskz(t)

≤ −
∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

∑
s

∑
z′∈Z

qz′Dskz′α
∗
skz +

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

∑
s

Dskzαskz(t)

(a)
= −

∑
k∈K

∑
s

∑
z′∈Z

Dskz′α
∗
skz′ +

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

∑
s

Dskzαskz(t)

= −
∑
k∈K

∑
s

∑
z∈Z

∂V (α(t))

∂αskz(t)
(α∗skz − αskz(t))

(b)

≤ −V (α(t))

where (a) follows by the third constraint in (18), and (b) follows by convexity.

Finally, we can prove that U(t)→ OPT′. Note that this is equivalent to the statement

lim
n→∞

lim
t→∞

Un(t) = lim
t→∞

lim
n→∞

Un(t).

Given ε > 0, using Propositions 3, 4, and 5, we can find sufficiently large n and t such that

|U(t)− OPT| ≤ |U(t)− Un(t)|+ |Un(t)− OPTn|+ |OPTn − OPT| < ε

3
+
ε

3
+
ε

3
= ε,

which concludes the proof.

APPENDIX C

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Proof. The upper bound follows by the fact that RMIMO is achievable. To prove the lower

bound, we first note that for any input convariance matrix Q,

σ2
2|1 =

|Σ|
Σ11

=
|I + HQH∗|
1 + ‖h1‖2

, (21)
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and that K−1 = diag (1, η), where η = 1

1+
σ2

2|1
|g12|2

. Next, we lower bound RMIMO as follows.

RMIMO = log
∣∣I2 + K−1HQH∗

∣∣ (a)

≥ log
∣∣K−1 + K−1HQH∗

∣∣ ≥ log |I2 + HQH∗|+ log η, (22)

To see why (a) holds, define P := K−1 − I2, and denote by λk (A) the k’th largest eigenvalue

for a matrix A. Then by Weyl’s inequality, since η ≤ 1,

λk
(
P + I2 + K−1HQH∗

)
≤ λk(I2 + K−1HQH∗) + λ1(P) = λk(I2 + K−1HQH∗),

which implies latter determinant in (22) is smaller. Next, note that η can be lower bounded by

η ≤


|g12|2
2σ2

2|1
if σ2

2|1 ≥ |g12|2

1
2

otherwise
(23)

Then, combining (21), (22), and (23), we can show that RMIMO is lower bounded by

RMIMO ≥ min

{
max

tr(Q)≤1
log |I2 + HQH∗| , log

(
1 + ‖h1‖2

)
+ log+

(
|g12|2

)}
− 1,

where log+(x) := max (0, log(x)). We conclude the proof by noting that for any x ≥ 0,

log+(x) ≥ log(1 + x)− 1, and by the fact that the capacity C̄ is upper bounded by the cut-set

bound [29], given by

C̄ ≤ min

{
max

tr(Q)≤1
log |I2 + HQH∗| , log

(
1 + ‖h1‖2

)
+ log

(
1 + |g12|2

)}
.

APPENDIX D

PROOFS OF LEMMAS 1 AND 2

A. Proof of Lemma 2

For any n ∈ N, let πn be a feasible policy such that lim inft→∞ U
πn(t) ≥ OPT − 1

2n
. Then

by definition, there must exist Tn such that for t > Tn, Uπn(t) ≥ OPT − 1
n

. Consider the

sequence απn(Tn), where Uπn(t) = U (απn(t)). Let the set of vectors α defined by (13) and

(14) be Y . Then strong law of large numbers, and the independence of (S(t), K(t)) from Z(t)

implies limn→∞ inf {‖α− απn(Tn)‖ : α ∈ Y} = 0. Therefore, there exists a sequence {αn} ∈ Y
such that limn→∞ ‖αn − απn(Tn)‖ = 0. Since Y is closed and bounded, it is compact, and

therefore αn must have a subsequence, say αnk , that converges to a point α∗ ∈ Y , which implies

limk→∞ α
πnk (Tnk) = α∗ ∈ Y . Since the function U is continuous, we have

OPT = lim
k→∞

U (απnk (Tnk)) = U
(

lim
k→∞

απnk (Tnk)
)

= U (α∗) .

Since α∗ is in the feasible set Y , it must be that OPT′ ≥ U (α∗) = OPT.
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B. Proof of Lemma 1

Assume that there exists ε > 0, Q ∈ Q, such that for any N , there exists t > N that satisfies

β∗Q(t) > 1 + ε. Note that

β∗Q(t) ≤ t− 1

t
β∗Q(t− 1) +

|Q|
tp

Iβ∗Q(t−1)<1, (24)

with p = min(i,j)∈Q pij , where the upper bound is obtained by observing that the maximal increase

in β∗Q(t) is achieved when all flows (i, j) ∈ Q are scheduled at slot t. Choosing N = |Q|
εp

, there

must exist t > N s.t. β∗Q(t) > 1 + ε. Letting t∗ ≥ N to be the smallest of such indices, it must

be that β∗Q(t∗ − 1) ≤ 1, since otherwise the increment β∗Q(t)− β∗Q(t− 1) cannot be positive, by

construction. But by (24) and by the choice of N ,

β∗Q(t∗) ≤ t∗ − 1

t∗
β∗Q(t∗ − 1) + εIβ∗Q(t∗−1)<1 ≤ 1 + ε,

which is a contradiction.

APPENDIX E

UTILITY FUNCTION WITH RELAYING COST

For an arbitrary κ, let
(
r̃, β̃
)

solve the optimization (8) with Ui (ri, βi) = log(ri)+κ log(1−βi),

where

ri =
∑
s:i∈s1

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

R
(i)
skzαskz, βi =

∑
s:i∈s2

∑
k∈K

∑
z∈Z

αskz.

Note that here αskz has no time dependence and refers to a deterministic quantity, i.e., the

fraction of time for which S(t) = s,K(t) = k, Z(t) = z, throughout the (infinite) duration of

transmission. Then, for any feasible perturbation δα that pushes the operating point from
(
r̃, β̃
)

to (r, β), it must be that
∑

s,k,z δαskz
∑

i
∂Ui
∂αskz

≤ 0 by concavity, which, using the facts

ri − r̃i = δri =
∑
s:i∈s1

∑
(k,z)∈K×Z

R
(i)
skzδαskz, βi − β̃i = δβi =

∑
s:i∈s2

∑
(k,z)∈K×Z

δαskz

can be re-arranged into ∑
i

ri − r̃i
r̃i

≤ κ
∑
i

(1− β̃i)− (1− βi)
1− β̃i

. (25)
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APPENDIX F

PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Before we present the proof, we need several definitions.

Definition F.1. The chromatic number χ(G) is the minimum number of colors needed to color

graph G.

Definition F.2. The clique number ω(G) is the maximum clique size in G.

Definition F.3. A perfect graph is a graph whose chromatic number equals its clique number,

i.e., χ(G) = ω(G).

Definition F.4. A graph is chordal if, for every cycle of length larger than three, there is an edge

that is not part of the cycle, connecting two of the vertices of the cycle.

Given these definitions, we are ready for the proof. The results in [23] can be used to show

that the stability region of the constrained queueing network formed by the n users is given by

Λ =
{
β : D−1β ∈ conv (Π)

}
, (26)

where D is a diagonal matrix with pij values on the diagonal (pij > 0 without loss of generality),

conv(·) represents the convex hull of a set of vectors, and Π is the set of incidence vectors of

the independent sets of Gc, i.e., a vector s whose elements are indexed by (i, j) is contained in

Π if
{

(i, j) : s(i,j) = 1
}

is an independent set of Gc17.

The set Λ as defined in (26) is known as the stable set polytope of the graph Gc. The exact

characterization of Λ is not known in general [36]. However, stable set polytopes of perfect

graphs can be completely described in terms of their maximal cliques, as characterized in the

following theorem.

Theorem F.1. [37] Let Q be the set of maximal cliques of a perfect graph G. Then the stable

set polytope of G is the set of vectors x ∈ [0, 1]|V| satisfying
∑

v∈Q xv ≤ 1 for all Q ∈ Q.

Therefore, to complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that there exists a polynomial-time

procedure that adds edges in Gc such that the resulting graph Ḡc is perfect18.

17The boundary of the stability region is included in the set Λ for technical convenience. Note that this does not change the

supremum value in the optimization (7) since the objective function is continuous.
18The fact that Λ

(
Ḡc

)
⊆ Λ (Gc) follows directly from the fact that Ec ⊆ Ēc
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It is known that chordal graphs are perfect [40], and any graph can be made into a chordal one

in polynomial time by inserting edges19. Further, the number of maximal cliques in a chordal

graph is upper bounded by the number of nodes (equal to n(n−1) for Gc) [39], and the maximal

cliques of a chordal graph can be listed in polynomial time [38], which concludes the proof.

19For instance, one can iterate over the vertices, in each iteration connecting all the previously unvisited neighbors of the

current vertex to each other. It is easy to show that such a procedure outputs a chordal graph.


